
GCMRC Work Plan - Flip Cart Comments

Terrestrial / Ecosystem Monitoring

- How will you incorporate inventory data from EIS?
- Will vegetation monitoring capture vegetation change in communities like OHWZ?
- Will this be a 5-year effort?

Monitoring Kanab Ambersnail

- Will you monitor translocated populations?
- Will this be done in-house?

Mapping 

- what will happen if appropriated funds are not obtained?

Holocene Terrace Deposits

- Has PA “ad hoc” group provided input on the PEP recommendations?
- Will you hold a workshop before mapping?

Data Base Plan

- What is total cost?
- Will it be done through contract?
- Is this to develop a new database?
- 2-year effort?

Monitoring Plan 

- Will this design a plan for register eligible properties, as those that are not register eligible?
- How will tribes and NPS be involved?
- Distinguish between the 2 for deliverables
- Is this a one-year project? 

Public Outreach



Sediment

- how is the program changing?
- how much of first 3 projects are monitoring?  (Need to show contributions from other program
areas).

- Will model development also include cultural sites at higher elevations?

Aquatic

- Food base in Lees Ferry reach?
- longitudinal aspects of sampling?

Monitoring Fish
- will protocols be changed to encourage links between food base and fish? 
- new RFP, but task is ongoing?

Monitoring Fish below Paria
- Monitoring is appropriately funded from power revenues
- are species of concern limited to list? (HBC, FMS, RB, BRT)
  Carp and catfish?
- where does FMS in Lees Ferry reach get addressed?

Ongoing Monitoring Lees Ferry Trout

- recommend title be “Lees Ferry Fishery” to include natives
- expand deliverables?
- include score report?
- part of  long-term monitoring?
- 2001 RFP’s include native fish?
- define bioenergetics model 

- issue of artificial division of native and non-native fish/ above & below Lees Ferry –> in conjunction
with timing of PEP review
- recruitment of trout an important issue, re: native fish in Lees Ferry Reach.

Integrated Water Quality Program

- human health concerns part of program?

Fishery Research



- when start?
- 1-2 years?
- what happens if appropriated $ don’t come through?



IT Database

- Assumptions: re: GCMRC salary costs should be consistent between programs
- no Oracle contractor costs?
- prime candidate for appropriated $

Aerial

- digital IR preferred format?

General

- need “Taubert” detailed budget package


